Speed of Sight
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like.” Mike was inspired to set up Speed of Sight after
repeatedly hearing drivers who had surrendered their
licence tell him: “I wish I could drive again”.
Yet despite this altruism, Mike has a modesty that is
almost at odds not just with his achievements, but also his
bravery. His first record was achieved not in the relative
safety of a car with a roll cage, but on two wheels at 89mph,
breaking the motorcycle speed record for a blind rider in
2001. “They’re all scary and dangerous in their own way, and
when I look back now I’m not sure why I chose a motorbike
first. I believed I could do it, I just needed to figure out a
way of doing it, and eventually we got it sussed and did it.”
This dogged approach helped Mike and John set up
Speed of Sight in 2012, allowing them to give other
petrolheads with disabilities the thrill of speed. “Regardless
of their challenges in life, we give them the opportunity to
forget about their disability and enjoy the excitement of
being on the track in a car that’s good fun,” Mike says.

What to expect at a Speed of Sight day

“My disability robbed me of
what I wanted to do really, so I
wanted to figure out a way of
experiencing what the
exhilaration would be like”
MIKE NEWMAN Founder, Speed of Sight
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forget, for a little while, that they have a disability. They’re
able to drive thanks to adapted cars with dual controls,
and an army of dedicated instructors and volunteers.
‘Super Human Mike Newman’ is the world’s fastest blind
man; he hit 200.9mph in a 1,000bhp Litchfield-tuned Nissan
GT-R, a record that has stood since 2014. Despite being
born with glaucoma, Mike says driving was something he
knew he could do. “My disability robbed me of what I
wanted to do really, so I figured out a way of experiencing,
if only for a few minutes, what the exhilaration would be

SPEED of Sight normally runs 15 to 20 events a year
between April and September at tracks such as Three Sisters
Circuit, Wigan, and Auto Express favourite, Llandow Circuit
near Cardiff, as well as at off-road courses across the UK.
Upon arrival, participants are greeted like the newest
members of an extended family. Volunteers cheer and clap
as cars pass the pit lane, and the air is filled with shouts
of “car moving” as vehicles pull on and off the track.
The charity has two bespoke buggies, Ross and Charlie
(named after Mike’s guide dogs), which can be adapted for
on or off-road duties simply by changing their wheels and
tyres, and an MK Sportscars Caterham replica named
Simon. The dual-control buggies were built by Blitzworld,
and can be driven from either seat, while the co-driver can
take over if necessary. There’s also a hand controller
for the throttle and brakes for anyone who isn’t able to
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